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Rd. COMAny editorial product is self-selected, although we may be compensated or get a peer commission if you buy something through our links. William Whitehurst/Getty Images has nothing to do with the good mystery, especially when it has been unsolved for a long time. These places are full of stories of spaceships, ghosts, disappearances, seemingly impossible archaeological finds, etc. Researchers
have tried to break their secrets, but can't agree on answers. No wonder. From the dancing lights of Marfa, Texas, to the huge stone blocks in the pyramid of Giza, some of these stories defy logical explanations. Do some places inhabit ghosts or landing sites for visitors from another world? Read on and decide for yourself. Unfortunately, these 15 crimes will never be solved. Joe Radle /Getty Images The
first historical mention of Marfa's lights happened in 1883, when a cow working in the area reported seeing dancing lights in the distance. He soon realized that local settlers had often seen such lights. Native Americans reportedly attributed the phenomenon to fallen stars. What's more, no one has an explanation for them. Nowadays, people continue to report appearances on the lights of Marfa. There's
even a surveillance area 15 miles from Marfa for people hoping to be lucky enough to see them. They have been examined by airmen, meteorologists and physicists who have not yet agreed to an explanation for these mysterious flaming orbs. Some even attribute them to spaceships. If that surprises you, you'il be shocked at how many Americans believe in aliens. Bettman/Getty Images Pilot Amelia
Earhart disappeared while trying to fly around the world with her navigator Fred Noonan in 1937. The couple said they were without gasoline and disappeared without trace. Although many believe they died after crashing into the ocean, others believe she was captured by the Japanese. One of the most credible theories is that Earhart and Noonan crashed on Gardner Island, now known as Nikumaroro.
Possible evidence includes unidentified bones found on the uninhabited island. There was an empty jar of Brandhart's skin cream, along with a piece of acrylic that may have been part of her plane. These are other popular conspiracy theories about Earhart's disappearance. Dougall_Photography/Getty ImagesIn the western North Atlantic Ocean, between Bermuda, Florida and Puerto Rico, it places the
Bermuda Triangle, one of the most haunted bodies of water in the world. Christopher Columbus sailed away and reported seeing a large fireball crashing into the water. He also recorded mysterious lights in the distance and his compass read inaccurately. In the 20th century, there were mysterious disappearances, including huge naval and aeroplanes, aeroplanes, and turned away without a trace. Possible
theories about these tragedies included aliens, sea monsters and time distortions. In recent years, some scientists have theorized that there is probably not a single cause of the phenomenon, blaming human error, bad weather and heavy sea and air traffic for the disappearances. Image caption The lynees of Nasa outside Lima, Peru are so huge they are best seen from the sky. This is startling, given that
they were thought to have been created between 100 BC. and AD 700 - long before all known aircraft were invented. They are a series of designs up to 30 miles long, depicting geometric shapes, animals, plants and lines. They are created by removing 12 to 15 inches of rust-covered pebbles that cover the top layer of the area, revealing the lighter colored soil underneath. The secret is why they are
created and for whom they expect to see them; theories include messages to the gods, alien aliens and ancient astronauts. The Lines of Nasa are among those 10 ancient mysteries that scientists can't explain. Kitti Bonitrod /Getty Images Pyramids in Giza are an inspiring sight, even in pictures. They are tombs built as resting places of the Egyptian kings about 4,500 years ago. No one knows how they
were built. The blocks of the Great Pyramid weigh 2.5 tons each, and the structure is 481 feet high. What's more, many of the stones are from a quarry 500 miles away. Scientists and archaeologists have not yet agreed or definitively proved how such heavy stones could be transported and placed on site in ancient times. Secrets don't stop there. In recent years, scientists have discovered a mysterious
camera in one of the pyramids. The lost city of Atlantis, Ettalis Arnoldus, has conquered the imagination of mankind for thousands of years, although there is no real evidence that such a place ever existed. It was first written by Plato in 360 BC, which describes a continent populated by rich people who have developed advanced military and technological capabilities. Despite the fact that Plato's stories
about Atlantis were fictional, many people believe they were based on facts and were looking for evidence that the continent exists. So far, however, no one has found it. While they may not have found evidence of the sunken city of Atlantis, there are still many scary things at the bottom of the ocean. David Seitz/Getty ImagesMany people believe President Harry Truman covers the fact that an alien
spacecraft was discovered by the crash in Roswell, New Mexico, as reported in 1947. The military was quick to deny that reports of a flying saucer were true and said the wreckage was actually remnants of a weather balloon. This is one of the UFO myths that scientists want you to stop believing, especially since later de-secret reports showed that the remains were from a military surveillance balloon
designed to spy on the Russian army. Buress / Getty Images At first glance, Racetrack Playa in Death Valley, California may seem like a simple parched lake. That's until the rocks, some of which weighed 700 pounds, began sliding through the desert as if they were being dragged by an invisible hand. No one knows when or if a certain stone will move. Some have been sitting idly by for more than a
decade. In 2013, scientists were on site and were able to observe individual rocks moving for periods ranging from a few seconds to 16 minutes and theorized that it was caused by a surface layer of water freezing at night and a slight wind sheath pushing the rocks until the ice began to melt, but this theory has not yet been definitively proven. Rpeters86/Getty ImagesIf you look at these jaw-dropping
pictures of Scotland, it's easy to see that Loch Ness is a stunning lake. For 1,500 years, it is best known as home to the Loch Ness Monster. In AD 500, pictures of a mysterious aquatic creature were even carved into standing stones near the lake. The first written reference to the monster is in 565. In 1933, one couple claimed to have spotted the creature in the water, while another couple said they noticed
it on land. Since then, researchers have tried unsuccessfully to prove that the Loch Ness monster exists, and is perhaps an ancient whale or dinosaur that is mistakenly thought to be extinct. Sorincolak/Getty ImagesOn all the scary vampire legends around the world, there is probably no more famous or frightening than the story of Dracula, who first made an appearance in a novel written by Bram Socker in
1897 and has since become part of popular culture. It is believed that Hawker founded Dracula's castle on the descriptions of Bran Castle in Transylvania. In real life, villagers in the area believed that evil immortal spirits inhabited the area, hunting prey from midnight to dawn. Bran Castle still stands today, although whether the malicious ghosts roam the corridors after midnight is up for debate. Richard T.
Sessetz and Getty ImagesAll the infamous houses everyone should know are probably no more mysterious than the mysterious home of Winchester, a mansion in San Jose, California. The home was built by Sarah Winchester, heiress of the Winchester Company. When her husband and baby died, Winchester learned that she might have been the heir to something else: a terrible curse and the wrath of
vengeful spirits. The psychic told her that her family was haunted by people killed by rifles seeking revenge. Over the next 38 years, she built a large house with 160 rooms, confusing corridors and staircases that led to nothing to hold those spirits. Many believe that she continues to pursue the estate to this day. fhm/ Getty ImagesIf you look at the pictures of the crooked forest in Poland and you will
immediately find out where it gets its name - approximately 400 pine trees that grow there have long curves at the bottom before climbing up to 50 feet to the sky. Question Why? The trees were planted in the 1930s, but no one knows why they are mysteriously curved. Theories include unusual reactions to snowfall and possible intervention by local farmers in the years after the trees were planted for an
unknown reason. Unfortunately, the nearby town of Gryffio was abandoned years ago and the people of the city have taken their secrets with them. Here are true stories from the world's most haunted forests. demerzel21/Getty ImagesZepus also has a home of mystery that has long puzzled scientists and researchers known simply as the fairy circles of Namibia. They are bare, red circles on the ground,
where the brush that covers the rest of the terrain will not grow. Local folklore says they are traces of the gods or spots where dragon fire has burned the earth. Although nothing is definitive, scientists have theorized in recent years there may be a less exciting explanation for the Fairy, such as termites or weather patterns. Did you know that Namibia is one of the most popular destinations in Africa? In
auroratexas.gov Aurora Cemetery may not be the oldest cemeteries in Texas, but there's a difference that it's the only one that claims to have a dead space alien buried there. In 1897, the Dallas Morning News reported that a spacecraft had crashed near Aurora, killing its unearthly pilot. Several people reportedly saw the ship before colliding with a windmill and a badly disfigured alien at the helm was
affectionately named Ned and buried in Aurora's grave. Jouni Vlkki / 500px/Getty ImagesIf you're wondering where to spot a ghost in West Virginia, Trans-Alesani's Madhouse is a good place to start. Located in Lewis County, West Virginia, the refuge operated between 1864 and 1994, was built for 240 patients, but at one time, there were up to 2,000 living there in deplorable conditions. Paranormal
experts say Trans-Allegheny Lunatic Asylum is a stretch of extraterrestrial activity, and many claims have captured evidence of the spiritual world of both audio and film in the walls of the refuge. Today, trans-Allegheny Madness is a popular place for paranormal tours. Glassware/Getty ImagesThere are strange facts about every state. For some, one of the strangest facts about Washington is that you're not
allowed to shoot Bigfoot there. However, this fact is less strange when you think about the story of Ape Canyon. A group of gold prospectors claimed they were attacked by seven-foot-tall creatures flinging boulders at them east of Mount St. Helens in 1924. The attack was reported by local newspapers, in which the potential hanged the creatures like a monkey with long black hair. Local rangers searched
for evidence of the attack and appeared empty, yet the place was home to numerous traces and large mysterious prints for the years that followed. Yuri Cortez/Getty Images The Dikis Delta region of Costa Rica is also home to the legendary stone spheres. Jones tries to escape from one of those spheres as he approaches him at the start of the Raiders on the Lost Whale. There are over 300 known
examples of the balls, some of which weigh up to 16 tons. No one knows why they were made or what they were used for. Unfortunately, the culture of the people who made them got lost after the Spanish conquest, so there were no stories left to explain them. Costa Rica is home to some of the most beautiful beaches in the world. Many people even believe that the beaches are even better in winter.
Fabio Kanhim /Getty ImagesEdi of the strangest unsolved mysteries of all time happened in Guanabara Bay, Brazil. In 1982, the remains of about 200 Third Century Roman jars were found about 15 miles offshore. This confused scientists, since Europeans have not documented that they reached the area until 1500. The Romans had never sailed farther from India at the time. Unfortunately, the answer
may forever lie underwater, as Brazil closed the area for research and exploration soon after to prevent the rapture. Here are 13 more of the strangest discoveries scientists have ever made. Originally published: June 22, 2020 2020
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